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Vermont Department of Health 
HIV/AIDS Community Advisory Group  

MEETING MINUTES 
June 14, 2016; 11:00am - 3:00pm 

Randolph, VT 
 
ATTENDING:   Mike Bensel, Vermont Pride Center; Laura Byrne, H2RC; Dan Chase; Rick Dumas, APSV 
Board Member; Chris Fletcher; Kim Fountain, Vermont Pride Center; Jonathan Heins; Peter Jacobsen, VT 
CARES; Grace Keller, Safe Recovery; Chuck Kletecka; Zpora Perry, CCC; Karen Peterson, APSV; Donna Pratt, 
Twin States Network; Paul Redden III; Amy Tatko, PWA Coalition 
REMOTE ATTENDANCE:  Vanessa Melamede Berman, Howard Center; Tom Dalton, Howard Center; Paul 
Redden IV 
VERMONT DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH:  Daniel Daltry, Erin Larose 
CENTER FOR HEALTH & LEARNING:   Alexander B. Potter 

 
I. The meeting opened 11:08 a.m.  The group paused to acknowledge the tragic 

events at Orlando and had a moment of silence. 
 

II. Distribution of $100K.   
A. CAG has had control over this distribution since 2000, and it has gone to 

the syringe exchange historically.   Peter made a motion that the $100K 
be distributed to the syringe exchange as it has in past years.  Laura 
seconded.  The motion was unanimously approved. 

B. Vermont commissioner would like to see the $150K available for the next 
2 years for syringe exchange funding.  In the legislation there is a 
provision that the HIV providers have a say over that.  Daniel said he 
would entertain a motion to let the syringe exchange working group 
figure out that distribution for themselves.  However, the choice is CAGs 
and CAG can ask that the distribution come before this body.  There are 
five applicants covering the state:  APSV, Safe Recovery, H2RC, Vermont 
CARES and Dr. Bernstein in Richmond.  Jonathan made a motion to turn 
over the distribution decision process to the syringe exchange working 
group, and if there is disagreement or difficulties, the group would come 
back to CAG to discuss and settle final decisions.  Paul III seconded.  The 
motion was approved unanimously. 
 

III. RFA Scoring 
A. Daniel said that he cannot share the content of the RFA but can share the 

rubric, and the domains identified.  The six suggested areas are as 
follows. 

1. Agency Description:  who the agency is, services historically 
provided, current services applying for 

2. Proposed Customer Service:  how will applicant meet needs of 
prevention and care for HIV positive individuals and those at 
higher risk 
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3. Quality Management and Assurances  
4. Financial and Data Management:  does applicant use data that 

is gathered, do they have secure system 
5. Proposed Budget:  proposed scale, amount of people served, 

amount of funding 
6. NHAS Alignment 

 
B. Discussion was held on how the number of people served is weighed 

against the services provided.   
1. Jonathan raised the concern that programs that have been 

historically designed based on numbers served have not been 
designed to fit the consumer.  While understanding that it is 
important how many people are served, sometimes the 
“numbers are driving the need” and that is often a problem.  
The individual consumer with high need does not have an 
investment in how many people are served by a particular 
program – they need to get their specific needs met. 

2. Donna said she understood the concern, but recognized that we 
have to look at reasonable use of funds, effectiveness and 
fairness. 

3. Chuck said he felt strongly that this was an issue of 
accountability, that we ensure people are serving a good 
number of people. 

4. Erin said that the CDC requires this approach, and if programs 
are funded to serve very few people, our funding would be 
withdrawn. 

5. Jonathan agreed – the state must be fiscally responsible, and we 
know that VDH will be, and allocate the money with attention to 
this.  Therefore the concern that the funds will get distributed 
fairly and used ethically for the good of the most people are 
already met and covered.  Because of that, Jonathan suggest the 
issue of “numbers served” does not need to be a scoring criteria 
for proposals as it is already assumed.  As a scoring criteria it 
may be guiding program construction – applicants design their 
programming around the numbers.  His advocacy is to move 
away from designing programming to numbers, and looking 
closely at the needs first. 

6. After further discussion, Erin asked if Jonathan was suggesting 
that the “number served” not be weighted as heavily, perhaps, 
as other considerations in scoring.  Jonathan agreed that this 
would address his concerns – that the numbers would not drive 
the design, scoring, and decision-making. 

7. Daniel gave assurance that concerns that resonate with the 
group will be reflected, and everything will be weighted 
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appropriately.  This is in large part what he would feedback on 
today. 

C. Chuck asked where “prioritizing populations served” would fit.  Daniel 
said his perspective was that it would be covered under Customer 
Service, that that it could also be addressed under NHAS alignment. 

D. Donna asked if an applicant should include their track record at meeting 
their grant goals under agency design.  Daniel confirmed this would be 
the place for that. 

E. Amy asked where the Needs Assessment fits in.  Daniel said there will be 
links to the Needs Assessment that will be spelled out in the application.  
Amy asked if the panel of reviewers would be referring to that as well or 
if NHAS will be the reviewers standard.  Daniel said that the reviewers 
will be aware of all material in the RFP and NHAS specifically encourages 
that applicants look at their local epidemic in designing their response. 

F. Tom asked about addressing data management confidentiality.  Daniel 
said data will be noted under Quality Management. 

G. Concerning questions about the NHAS Domain, Daniel said that NHAS is 
the operating principle that drives the entire application, and there will 
not be a separate section on “how will this application meet NHAS”. 

H. Daniel asked all present to score the domains on their paper ballot, with 
a score for every domain, and with the most important domain getting 
the most points. 

I. Concerning members of the review panel, in the past Daniel has done all 
external reviewers from across the country.  He would reach out to other 
providers, hopefully from rural areas that would understand Vermont 
and rural issues.  He would like to engage Vermonters but there is always 
a worry about conflict of interest.  

1. General discussion agreed that going external would resolve the 
conflict of interest. 

2. Chuck said that in past anyone affiliated with an agency or 
group would recuse themselves from looking at that application, 
and he felt consumer input was important.   

3. Daniel clarified that there is no discussion between the 
reviewers – the reviewers communicate only with Daniel. 

4. Does each panel member get all the applications?  In past Daniel 
has tried to put them out by domain, and try to give each 
reviewer no more than three.  However, each application is 
reviewed by more than one reviewer. 

5. The question of consumer input on the panel was raised again.  
There was no consumer input on the last panel.  Daniel would 
love to have consumer input but agency affiliations would have 
to be carefully screened. 

6. Daniel made a motion that VDH will go out of state for 
recruitment of review panel members, and will make an effort 
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to get external consumer involvement.  Pat seconded.  The 
motion passed with one opposed.  Daniel clarified that he does 
have access to nationwide consumers. 

 
 

IV. Tracking and Referrals 
A. Daniel introduced topic of tracking and referrals. 

1. Daniel clarified the emphasis of tracking referrals is not on 
monitoring and verifying all linkages are followed by the 
referee, but is rather on making sure that linkages are 
happening.   

2. These topics reference the attachments to May’s minutes, of 
the Dear Grantee letter from Dr. Eugene McCray of CDC 
regarding changes to HIV surveillance, and the sample VA 
referral form. 

B. To the concern that the CDC will ask that all negative tests get stored 
with name, Daniel said that he has no knowledge that is indicated by 
anything in this letter, or that Dr. McCray is even thinking in that 
direction.  In addition, Vermont has a state epidemiologist who feels 
adamant about not maintaining negative values for tests performed. 

C. The goal is to work in some tracking systems into our system.  Daniel put 
the question out - Has anyone had creative thoughts about tracking 
referrals? 

D. Amy asked what is in it for client to confirm a referral?  It would seem 
more likely a client would prefer to leave it as “I’ll call you if I need you.”  
Daniel suggested an approach of:  “I’d like to be able to advocate to help 
you meet your need” in order to foster staying in touch with a client, but 
said that obviously there is only so much we can do. 

E. Tom said the intense burden that tracking referrals involves for a tester.  
Daniel said that CDC does not say what should be tracked – what they 
really want is to make sure positive individuals are linked to care. 

F. Daniel said that he distributed VA referral form because he heard a 
request for strategy on gaining releases and tracking referrals. Vermont 
currently has a heavy balance on anonymous testing, and we need to 
balance with confidential options. 

1. Pat said NH had gone to confidential testing with good outcomes 
– they had people who didn't understand anonymous testing.   

2. Daniel said most New England states no longer have it. 
3. It is good to have the anonymous option, but perhaps not as the 

primary emphasis in our testing efforts, as it has been. 
G. Chuck asked what the “related tests” are.   

1. Daniel said that CD4 is something CDC asks for, but he has not yet 
heard of a system that can automatically pull CD4 counts for only 
HIV diagnoses.  CD4 count is a “turn off or turn on” result, and if it 
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is turned on, CD4’s for all Vermonters would be pulled.  Multiple 
reasons someone may have a low CD4. 

2. All viral load results have been reportable regardless of HIV status 
– an undetectable viral load could be an asymptomatic positive or 
a negative.   

a. Tom asked why a negative test would result in a viral load 
test. 

b. Daniel said that some providers are electing to do viral 
load testing immediately, in trying to find acute infections 

H. Daniel said he is currently unsure of all the future implications of the 
letter regarding surveillance changes, but he wanted to get it out to CAG 
members and provide information. 

I. Daniel said that one data point being looked for is “when someone tests 
positive, how long was it after their last negative result.”  He believes CDC 
is looking to do trends analysis and will be looking at how long did it take 
for someone to get into care from their last negative result. 

J. Mike asked why ‘date of last test’ was taken off testing form.  Daniel said 
he is not sure how/when that happened. 

K. Donna asked if treatment is still being recommended at time of diagnosis.   
Daniel said yes, the time span from diagnosis moved up quickly, and now 
at diagnosis is the norm.  Pat noted this helps to reduce inflammation in 
the body, and it is inflammation that can increase longer-term troubles.  
Currently treatment is recommended even for long-term non-
progressors.  Their rate of cardiovascular difficulties is higher if they do 
not go on treatment. 

V. BUSINESS 
A. CAG Minutes:   

1. Tom noted that there is an incorrect statistic in section E.1. 
referring to “53% of gay men are positive.”  CLARIFICATION:  
The miswritten sentence should have read, “MSM transmission 
represents 56% of Vermont’s HIV epidemic.” 

2. Peter motioned that the minutes be accepted.  Chuck seconded.   
3. Discussion noted that the font is too small!  Alex will make it 

bigger.     
4. Minutes were passed unanimously. 

B. Public Comment:  None 
C. Announcements: 

1. Grace thanked everyone for the community support, and spoke 
to how it affects the viability of the program. 

2. Kim announced the showing of a film about the intersection of 
trans identity and climate change. 

3. Tom announced that next Wednesday through Saturday AOE 
would be hosting Concentrated Sexuality Education sessions. 
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4. Amy announced that Michelle O’Donnell has been hired as the 
Consumer Advocate.  She is a recent graduate of St. Michaels 
College and has done extensive work with global HIV.  She will 
start July 5 and assist Amy until the Retreat, then she will attend 
the Retreat to start immediately meeting consumers.  She will 
attend the next CAG meeting. 

5. Daniel gave the following VDH announcements. 
a. There is a new hepatitis C grant that VDH has to apply for, 

very focused on B and C, testing and linkage to care.  It is 
radically different from what it has been about previously. 

b. Next week, NASTAD will be coming to Vermont.  Murray 
Penner will be meeting with Burlington folks at the Pride 
Center, CCC, PPNNE, and CARES. 

c. There will be a Regional STD Director meeting in Maine. 
d. Three weeks ago Daniel attended NASTAD annual 

meeting, and was encouraged in looking at our rapid 
testing platforms.  He has some leads on people in other 
states to talk to about using a new rapid testing platform 
by companies other than OraSure.  It was also emphasized 
that PrEP is not a standalone intervention, but should be 
bundled with other interventions. 

e. Planned Parenthood is looking at Naloxone for all their 
sites. 

 
Meeting adjourned at 1:41 p.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Alexander B. Potter 


